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Marc Mawhinney, host of the "Natural Born Coaches" podcast, gives his unfiltered advice on
how to build a successful coaching business where you can earn what you deserve while
working with your ideal clients!

From the PublisherArt Byrne has been implementing Lean strategy in various U.S.-based
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Chris Jones, “A is for Awesome!. Marc Mawhinney, who is dubbed "The Coach's Coach", really
packs a punch in this insightful ebook. It definitely has his trademark humor (if you've listened to
his Natural Born Coaches podcast or received his emails you'll know what I mean) which makes
it fun and authentic. You're guaranteed to take away several golden nuggets on the coaching
business in this read. A few good sections are: Charge What You're Worth (a struggle in
coaching), Invest in Your Business, and Perfectionism Kills (something that plagues us all).
Definitely take the time to download and read this. You can do it over your morning coffee.”

Susan Sweeney, “No nonsense here. 26 action steps to move your business from where is is
currently, even if it is currently more in your head than in your bank account, to where you need it
to be.Simply written without added fluff to get you moving in the correct direction.I personally am
looking forward to see some more fruit from the implementation outlined here.”

SMB, “Great no nonsense book on coaching!. This book gives you the real information about
what it is like to start a coaching business. I really like how he stresses the importance of two
things: charging what you are worth and just start doing stuff now. Very important advice that all
coaches need to take to heart!”

Tanner Gers, “ABC is Real. I gave this review 5 stars because the title of this book is exactly what
you get… Insight, direction, and coaching to get your business started. If you are floundering in
your coaching business and you haven't read this book… It's time to download it. Thanks Marc”

Darnell, “Great book. Good book enjoyed the content. Great examples and stories. I have been
following Marc for the past two years.  I'm about to start my coaching business”

Nicole, “Real Talk in Writing. Full disclosure: Marc Mawhinney is a colleague and friend and I
received a complementary copy of this book -- not in exchange for a review but because I was
struggling with some common coaching business issues and Marc generously offered up his
book, along with his words of wisdom.I love the way this book is written. It's as if Marc's sitting
right across the desk from you, sharing these stories and his best advice.It's a very easy read
and full of opportunities to cheer along when you find out you're not alone.Well done Marc! The
only thing I think could make this better is an audiobook version. ;)Recommended resource for
anyone who coaches as a profession.”

Dana Pharant, “Real and practical advice for coaches. It is so refreshing to see authenic down to
earth advice when it comes to coaching. There is so much hype and bs out there that it is easy
to get sucked in to thinking that there are easy routes and short cuts.Marc has built a successful
practice with simple, and repeated efforts over time. Not over night but a steady upward



progress. This may not be as sexy as others who are selling the big dream but it is real and it is
very repeatable by anyone who wishes to have a coaching practice that pays the bills and more.”

Angela Artemis, “This is the true story of what it takes to .... This is the true story of what it takes
to have a successful coaching practice. There is no such thing as an overnight success--it takes
dedication and work. On the other hand establishing your business needn't take years and
years. Nix the perfection paralysis, pick a niche and get yourself in front of your ideal clients so
you start getting clients. Do yourself a favor and read "The Real ABCs of Coaching" so you're
clear on exactly what to do and you'll save yourself a lot of time (and frustration too).”

Paul A, “Amazing read. WOW, what an experiential knowledge Marc Mawhinney shared in this
book and my takeaways are1- Eliminate Distractions very brief and precisely Marc Mawhinney
described it and right on, 24 minutes to get back to where you were for minor interruption was
shocking to know.2) make your mess your message Brilliantly said, no need to look around for
perfect content to share.3)Perfectionism Kills well, the word says it all.Thanks, Marc Mawhinney
to reaching to entrepreneur from a different medium. keep up the good work. I recommend
anyone who want to take their game to next level.”

Glen Munro Brain Diesel Inc., “Not just for coaches.... I am not a coach... I am a trainer... which is
kind of like a coaches of skills so I decided to look at this loosely parallel industry ebook and see
if I would get anything out of it...Wow! This was great.It was an easy read and it had real nuggets
inspiring me to make some specific changes in my training business.When you commit to an
ABC'S book you are kind of painted into a corner to find 26 tips and make then work... well
dayum... he did it and it never felt like filler.Marc put together an easily digestible actionable and
realistic book to get you to make some necessary changes in your businessI would be shocked
if you didn't like this one.”

David Barnett, “Wow, Mawhinney pulls back the curtain and reveals the .... Wow, Mawhinney
pulls back the curtain and reveals the truth about this industry. Hard work, self-discipline, and
the con-men who try to sell you on the dream.  A must-read for anyone considering this industry.”

Michael Barton, “Another generous offering of quality content. Excellent advice to anyone
looking to start, or who is struggling with, a coaching business.A very easy and digestible read.
With its compact and to-the-point format it was more like having a casual conversation with the
author than reading a bunch of drawn out filler.”

Shay Marie, “Five Stars. Amazing book. So much important information.”

The book by Aline Coquelle has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 16 people have provided feedback.
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